
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 

Inspired by the sun-splashed carefree beach days of the 
early 1960s, DeMars Guitars is proud to unveil the 25.5” 
scale length Equinox-S “Surf” model.  This chambered 
solid-body guitar sports a nostalgic opaque seafoam 
turquoise finish…an iconic color seen on early-60s 
muscle cars, kitchen appliances…even Princess phones!  
 
The “Surf” sports three single-coil pickups on a white 
pearloid pickguard with unique switching arrangement 
that produces pickup combinations impossible to 
achieve with a standard 3-way or 5-way blade selector 
switch.  Master volume and tone controls have 
integrated push/pull switches; the tone pot’s switch is an 
on/off for the middle pickup while the volume pot’s 
switch controls the output signal from the 3-way 
Switchcraft® selector for the neck and bridge pickups.  
Each white control knob sports an integrated rubber 
ring, providing a solid grip when both adjusting 
volume/tone and pulling the knobs up to select pickups.  
 
The “Surf’s” 3-piece rock maple neck has a matching 
maple fingerboard with 3/32” abalone dot markers on 
both the fingerboard and side of the neck.  Neck is 
securely attached via four aircraft-grade black oxide 
bolts mated to threaded brass inserts epoxied into the 
neck heel.  Accurate intonation is ensured with the 
EarvanaTM compensated nut and individually adjustable 
bridge saddles on the hardtail string-thru Hipshot bridge.   
 

Equinox-S “Surf” 
Think Frankie & Annette.  A 2-tone Bel-Air woodie.  
Teenagers on a sunny beach.  Gidget.  Surfboards.  
Reverb-soaked guitar leads through a blackface amp… 

SPECIF ICATIONS 
 

* * * * * * 
 

Length                          40” 
Wi dt h                            14” 
Thickne ss                         2” 
We ight                       6.8 lb 
Scal e Length              25.5” 
Body                       Basswood 
Ne ck                   Rock maple 
Tuners           PlanetWaves                   
      AutoTrim 
Nut        Earvana compensated 
P ickups               3 single-coil 
Co ntro ls      Master volume & 
  tone w/ push/pull  

switch, 3-way selector 
Fi nis h         Seafoam Turquoise 
Bri dge   Hipshot hardtail 
Hardware                Chrome 
Stri ngs       D’Addario EXP115 

(0.010, 0.013, 0.017,         
0.026, 0.036, 0.046)  

Case       MONO M80 Single 
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Equinox-S “Surf” 


